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Sorry Grandma photos Saturday is a great way to keep the memories of all the good times you had
at the most happening nightclub in Melbourne. Sorry Grandma is Melbourneâ€™s newest Friday club
night and is a raging hit among students and professionals looking to unwind after a tiring and hectic
week.

Sorry Grandma photos Saturday shows you to your friends in your carefree element. The place is
famous for its evening cocktail, a furious dance workout or even a late night hook up. Clearly, this
fun place is the fast becoming the preferred destination of the young and the hip looking to break old
grandma rules and wanting to get a life outside their office, business and college.

Photos at Sorry Grandma are never a problem. The full service that this exciting night club offers
includes photos taken every Friday and Saturday and they are posted to the website pronto. You
and your friends just cannot miss those hot, crazy looking photographs of yourself because they are
a part of the package. All you need to do is register on the site to get access. Sorry Grandma
Photos Saturday make the perfect profile snaps and is a superb way of letting your friends know
what you are up to.

An exciting new idea is the webcast which enables your friends to see you and hear you too. Go
wild on the cam just to rub it in to your friends. They must know what they are missing. Want them
to enjoy the fun and magic of Sorry Grandma? No Problem. Just add them onto your guest list so
that they can join you at this dazzling place the next time you go clubbing here.

In just two years Sorry Grandma has captured the imagination of party lovers for the majestic party
time experience that the place creates for its visitors. The atmosphere is charged with steamy
excitement yet the place is hip and ultra cool, just the way you want it to be. The place opens up at
9.30 pm on Friday and Saturday nights and the partying goes on forever and ever. Choose from the
happening disco upstairs or the intimate parlor located downstairs. In short, you can look forward to
enjoying the best of both the worlds at one place.

Sorry Grandma Photos Saturday can be tagged and shared with your Facebook friends. You can
use the best of these photographs to make an online photo book.
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Ben Bradshaw - About Author:
Were you at one of the coolest & a best nightclub in melbourne over the past weekend? If you were
not, you certainly missing out Sorry Grandma - an amazingly fun, trendy and funky nightclub. Relive
the Fun With a sorry grandma photos saturdays. a sorry grandma saturday guestlist for these
parties are strictly limited to the younger crowd.
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